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Introduction and Executive Summary
Azad Jammu and Kashmir is the southern most political entity within the Pakistani-administered
part. It is largely a rural area in its cultural manifestations. People are conservative mostly and
have lesser opportunities. Because there is a bone of contention between India and Pakistan, it
is a hometown of several movements and groups. But, of greater concern is the fact that it is red
zone where both India and Pakistan and armed groups have their higher stakes.


Accordingly, the project aimed to build demand for justice by enhancing the capacity of
women affected by violence to advocate for access to justice, and to increase the stream
of justice for women by awareness at local and community levels.

Women everywhere continue to face challenges and barriers to productive participation in social
engagement and government. In countries mired in conflict or cursed with poverty, the obstacles
to overcome are even greater. Nevertheless, progress is occurring, but at a pace that is still too
slow. WWOP and USAID are deeply committed to enhance women’s access to justice, politics
and civil society in AJ&K and embrace the opportunity to continue to promote women’s
empowerment and participation at all levels of society.
Given the interdependence, indivisibility and inalienability of rights, women’s human rights are
hinged on the realization of other rights including Civil and Political Rights such as the right to
freedom of association, freedom of speech, access to justice, and Economic and Social Cultural
Rights such as the right to health, water, food, adequate housing, education and the right to
development. Advocacy efforts for women’s rights should take this factor into account and
contain a multidimensional and broader approach for the fulfillment of all rights.

Women as human beings find place in the scheme of life as promised in religion and in the
laws. Very sensitive issues concerning rights of women are the right of inheritance, Dower &
Dowry, Maintenance, elimination of Domestic Violence, Harassment at home as well as at
workplace and Guardianship of children. The non-discriminatory rights to equality and justice
are to be practiced in letter and spirit.The denial to implement these lawful rights restricts
women in having control over their own lives and pressing them to suffer a life of subjugation
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and Humiliation. To evaluate the actual situation of women access to their right a base line
assessment is organized by WWOP in two Districts Muzaffarabad and Hattian capturing the
area of Muzaffarabad, Hattian, Pattika & Leepa.

Background of the Baseline Survey
The Baseline Assessment is part of the Monitoring & Evaluation Framework of the Enhancing
Women’s Access to Justice in AJ&K. The Framework envisages that evaluations will be
conducted as i) Baseline (at the start of the project), ii) end line (at the end of the project). Study
and sample designs of the Baseline Assessment will enable comparisons of the baseline
information with end line Assessment. Important gender mainstreaming indicators are also a
part of the Baseline Assessment design and the methodology is gender sensitive but friendly.

The survey was carried out in four main areas/villages of both the projected Districts i.e. in
Muzaffarabad, Pattikkah, Leepa and Hattian. The survey covered four areas in each of the
identified sample regions. The sample strategy used to choose the sample regions is a
combination of Stratified and Convenience Sampling8. This means that the regions were
selected via the criterion of the broadest diversity in order to achieve a balance of data.

Objectives of the Survey
The objectives of the survey were as follows:


The Objective of the survey of to evaluate the knowledge of marginalized women about
their security and safety.



Evaluate & establish the level of awareness of justice among urban or rural women
andother members of the community in the projected regions (Muzaffarabad, Patikkah,
Hattian and Leepa).

The study population
Study will occupy all sectors women like educated women, common/uneducated women, job
holders, house wives and women with disability. Two hundred (200) women are selected in all
four regions for sampling survey 50 from each Tehsil.

Time frame for survey:
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The study will be conducted from December10 to December 20, 2014. The data-collecting
instrument will be a Questionnaire designed to collect information on WWOP’s assets and
volunteers of WWOP in terms of Enhancing Women’s access to justice project in AJ&K region.

Methodology


Data collection in the field via interviews and Focused Group Discussion



Compilation of data & Analysis



Report presentation, review and finalization

Data collection Techniques:
Both qualitative and quantitative research methods wereemployed to collect data in the four
regions.

Survey Instruments:
Two survey instruments were used concurrently:


Questionnaires: A questionnaire with 5 sections including 5 questions each was
developed pretested and used to interview the respondents (See Annexes 1). A total
number of 200 questionnaires were filled in the four regions.



Interviews and Focus Group Discussions: There were 51 FGDs held inthe four regions.
Each FGD consisted of an average of 10 people.Individual interviews were also held to
get diverse views of respondents

Questionnaire is divided into two portions respectively


Introduction – to gather general information of the respondent and her family



Awareness about the Access to Justice Situation in the Country –to ascertain
details pertaining to the overall awareness about the access to justice and judicial
reforms situation in the respondent’s country

Whilst the sections are divided as follows:


Section1. Harassment at workplace



Section2. Right of inheritance



Section3. Right of Dowry



Section4. Right of Maintenance



Section5. Right of Dower
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Findings of the Baseline Survey
Section#1: Sexual Harassment at Workplace
1. As the educational/

1. Are you employed or not?

employment ratio in AJK is
higher than other districts of

Yes

42%

Pakistan so most of the
female part is doing jobs in

No

58%

Government and private
sectors altogether. 58% of our respondents are employed while 42% are house wives &
students. So this section is filled by the females who are doing jobs.

2. 30% of our respondents are

2. what is the nature of your work?

working

25%

30%

in

different

offices,

45%

working in different field while 25%

Desk work
Field work
Both

women are working in both areas like
field and office respectively.

45%

3. In the response of this question
most of the female felt hesitation to

3. Did you ever felt of being harassed
sexually or morally during job?

give correct/right answer as they

30%

were taking it embarrassing to
discuss it with others. So only 30%

Yes
No
Other

50%

replied in yes, 20% in clear no while
50% were double minded while
should say yes or no.

20%
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4. Did you persuade the case at
appropriate level of the organization?

4. Due to the unawareness about the
action only 10% women resisted against

10%

harassment at workplace while 60% did not

30%

take action against any abuse. 30% gave

Yes

different justifications for types of sexual

No
Other

60%

harassment.

5. what were reasons of not persuading
the case?

5. 60% women responded that due to the
societal features they do not persuade
the case at proper places. 25%

15%
Society

answered that due to the respect of

Family

family they cannot take appropriate

25%

steps while 15% gave different

60%

Others

reasons.

Section#2: Right of inheritance
1. Do you know that female also has a
right in her father & husband’s property?
1. In the response of this

40%

60%

question, 40% women responded with

Yes

YES while 60% women were not

NO

aware with this right.
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2. Do you know the percentage of your
share in your father/ husband’s property?
2. Only 12% women knew correct

12%

share while 88% did not know

YES
NO
88%
3. Did you get your share from your
father/husband’s property?

YES
NO
30%

25% women get their right of inherit while
30% did not yet get their right in the

25%

45%

3. In the response of this question,

property of their father or husband. 45%
gave the partial response.

Partial

4. 22% replied yes, 46% did not ever tried

4. If you ever tried to get your share?

to take their right as they did not know
about this right while 32% gave different

32%

22%
YES

reasons and one of the most is they did

NO

not know the proper way to get their
right

46%

OTHER

5. If you will not be honored with your
share what will you do to get it?
40%

20%

30%

10%

contact jirga
contact court
Partial
Other

5. Inthe response to get their right of inherit
40% women replied to contact with local
council (jirgah) while only 10% knew the way
to get through court. 30% responses were
partial while 20% replied to be silent.
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Section# 3: Right of Dowry
1. Since how long you have been married?
50
40
30
20
10
0
under age

over age

Normal

Other

1. This question was to check the average age of the married women to evaluate the early
marriages ratio. In the response of this question it is found accumulatively that 43%
women were married in their underage and they did not knew their real age during
wedding. 25% women got their marriages after passing their age due to the customs of
their areas only 16% marriages were according to the standard ages while 16% did not
know their actual age at the time of
marriage.

2. Do you get dowry from your
parents?
2. In the response of this question, 64%

11%
YES

females from projected regions said
yes, 25% replied No whereas 11%
gave multiple responses.

NO

25%
64%

OTHERS

3. Did your parents give you dowry by their
own choice or on the demand of your inlaws?
11%

3. 64% women replied that their

Parents' choice
Inlaws' choice

25%

Others
64%

Parents gave them dowry
Attheir own choice neither by
Enforcement not on the choice
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Of in-laws

4. In the response of this

4. Do you have receipt of the things which
your parents gave you in the shape of dowry?

question, most of the
women remained amazed

22%

9%

as it is a new thing for

YES

them. 22% women knew

NO

about the dowry list/

Others

receipt so replied in yes

69%

while 69% did not know
about it and 9% replied differently.

5. Are you in favor of dowry at the time
of marriage?
11%

5. 64% women gave the response in the
favour of dowry at the time of marriage, 25%
were against the dowry while 11% do not

Yes

replied.

No
25%

64%

Other

Section#4: Right of Maintenance
1. Only 29% women knew their right of
maintenance and 71% did not know

1. Do you know about the women’s
right of Maintenance?

about it. Most of the women who knew
about the right of maintenance have

29%

little knowledge about it as they just
knew that a woman has a right of
maintenance only in the case of
separation.

YES
71%

NO
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2. In the response of this question

2. Did you read the conditions
written on the marriage paper you
signed?
11%
21%
Yes

only 11% women gave positive
response 70% were entirely blind in
this regard while 21% gave different
responses about it.

No
Other
70%

3. 22% women knew
4.

about their monthly pocket money/
maintenance while 50% were entirely
unaware as nobody did ever take

3. Do you know how much
maintenance is fixed in your marriage
paper?
22%
28%
Yes
No

their monthly maintenance whether
she knew or not. 22% gave different

50%

Other

justifications for not taking their
monthly maintenance.

4. Do you ever get maintenance
from your husband?
22%
12%

66%

5. In the response of this question 12%
women replied Yes, 66% women replied No

YES

and 22% women elaborate the reasons why

NO

they do not want to get their right from their

Other

husbands.
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5. What will you do for your
maintenance? To whom you will
contact?
11%

6. 11% women responded this question as
court while 25% like to solve it through
jirgah as they are afraid to go to court
whereas 64% women did not know

Court

what to do.

25%

64%

Jirgah
Other

Section# 5: Right of Dower
1. Do you know about the
dower?
1. In the response of this question 67%

33%

women speak yes while 33% were not aware

YES

with it

NO
67%

2. Do you know how much dower
you have?
2. 37% women were aware with their
dower, 44% did not know how much

19%

dower they had while 19% women gave

37%

Know
Don't Know

various justifications for it

Other
44%
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3. In which shape your dower is paid?
14%

33%

3. In the response of this question 11%

11%

42%

Currency

women replied currency, 42% land, 33%

Land

women got both currency and land and

Both

14% women gave other responses

Other

1. 13% women are paid their dower while

4. Is your husband paid your entire
dower?
41%

56% are not as they are asked to
absolve it. 41% women described other

Yes
56%

various reasons for not to take or

No
13%

absolve.

5. If your dower is not paid to you
what did you do to get it?
13%
27%

5. In the response of this question only
13% women want to discuss their matter
in court, 60% solve it through jirgah while
27% did not do anything to get it.

Court
60%

Other

Jirgah
Other

Section# 6: Domestic Violence
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Domestic violence is very common in AJK, the women who are the victims of domestic violence
have no way to stop it or they could not do anything to escape from it. The study shows that
what is the ratio of domestic violence is found in projected areas and how much awareness is
needed for it

1. Since how long you have been
married?

1. In the response of this question,
respondents’ relation with their
husbands is shown and the time

25%

period of violence is also

20 Years

45%

displayed. The minimum duration

10 Years

is 10 years whereas maximum

30%

Others

duration was 40 years of married
life are taken.

2. Did your husband ever beat
you?
48%
36%
16%

2. 48% women accepted that their
husbands’ did beat them even before their
children while only 16% women replied in

YES

negative. 36% women did not like to reply

NO

this question as it seemed that they were

Others

trying to hide their secret.

3. 64% women replied nothing

3. What did you do when he did
beat you?

because they did not know what
could they do, they were not

11%

25%

Nothing

64%

Discussed
with Jirga
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aware with their rights that’s’ why they did keep silent in the response of this violence.
25% discussed in jirgah while 11% gave different other common roots.

4. In the response of this question only 8% women raised hands to take this action while
60% women did not take any legal action because they were scared with the legal
process and court or police

4. Did you not take any legal
action against your husband?
8%
YES
32%
NO

5. In the response of this question 20%
respondents replied lawyers/court, 65%
answered police and 15% discussed many
different ways.

OTHERS
60%

Constraints Faced
during the survey

5. If necessary then to whom you
will contact to take legal action?
15%

20%
Lawyers

The major constraint in the survey was
getting

Police

people to fill and hand over

Others

questionnaires especially in Leepa and
Pattikkah. A lot of patience was required

65%

and the whole exercise was time consuming. The net effect was a delay in the analysis and
compilation of the report. Many of the victims identified to provide information were also too
hectic and it took a long time to convince them to fill in the questionnaires. It is also noted that
data collection in Patikkah, Hattian and Leepa was a bit tedious. This is because the women are
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too shy to give their opinion about the family matters. It was difficult for them to write truth about
the rights of dower or inheritance while the women in muzaffarabad were a favourable lot who
bluntly discussed all sections of the questionnaire.

Conclusion
The survey empirically indicates that the majority of rural women are notaware of socioeconomic,

politicaland

cultural

rights.

Furthermore,

rural

women

are

active

in

economicproduction, yet society has taken this role for granted. These women havecontinually
been denied the opportunity to participate at decision makinglevels where they can influence
positive policies that address women’s issues.
Consequently, issues touching on their lives are not addressed, and thisperpetuates the status
quo. The findings establish that there is lack of comprehensive policy, legal and administrative
frameworks for thedomestication and implementation of Law for their rights. Hence, there is
need toestablish and strengthen mechanisms through which the Convention can beaddressed
in order to cater for the needs of the woman in AJK.

